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I want to raise a fundamental issue under~ our efforts to establish bail agencies
and pretrial diversion. .Thatis to talk about crime. All of us I one way or the other I beli-
eve that we are doing something about crime. I think many times we begin to discuss pro-
grams and tactics and build burea"\~racies without addressing ourselves to what is underly-
ing our efforts and more importantly how our defin1 tions of crime affect what it is we aredoing.

~fin1tions of Crime---
I "'ant to share something with you that is usually on ~ office wall. It is from the

Westinghouse Security Systems Inc. It says, "~ar Concerned Citizen; If the life of your
wife and child is not worth one minute of reading to you, then destroy this paper. J. Edgar
Hoover, of the FE[ said recently, t All of us are going to be a crime victim sometime, and
t}-le rate crime is increasing It is something to worry about now." Take a look at these
statistics. There is a little clock that shm~s you how important the seconds are ticking
by. "Every 36 minutes there is a murder, every 14 minutes a forceful rape, every 10 minutes
a robbery, every 2 minutes there is aggravated assault." 'tt"1estinghouse has developed a
facinating alarm system giving 24 hour automatic protection against burglary, rapists am
fire."

That is one Vie1-1 of crime. Crime is on the increase. We hear it in the election cam-
pai~.s$ we hear it on n~,'. s:1.o.es. Obvio~.lsly a p~rt of that all of us must believe it because
W3 are hs:;;'e and we have been involved witil t-:ryj.ng to do something relating to this pheno-
menon. 'What I want to try to brL'1g up is an alternative view of crime. That is that c!'ime
is often a matta!' of def1r.itiono Alot of us kilow that behavior that we all do throughout
the day, could be labeled crime or could be la~led fooling around or could be labeled a
whole host of other tJ1ings. Therefore, you have to consider an alternative idea of crime
as being nothing more than someO~9 labeling a particular behavior and calling it a crime
and shooting it through a system ~Jat we a~ all supposed to be dealing with.

The second idea of crj.me is that the increaf)e in crime stems from this idea of label1ng.
It is something tihich we all have to consider ve1:oy seriously since we are aU involved in
one way or the other in building a bureaucracy 01:' in building an organization, hopefully not
a b...treaucratic one. We are aU geared to build some kind of structure to deal 'nth the pro-
blem. There are some serious problema '"lith that approach. There is sane evidence to sug-
ge~ t that crime .~ '" .~,J.',...,':1 """" e .I.'..,."t '"r. ~-..1":'1-t""g of i nstitutions to cope .-th it That is"" ~ ~'". '" ,.'c...,;., .,."'. l"""'" ."'v "!"" ...~ -.""" .
to f!aJ" crime increases because we have more police. L'~I'S look at it this way, 1£ you hire
a m~l to be a policem,~ he has to have a job to do. He has to make arrests. He has to meet
the go~ls of the bureauc.racy in '"lhich he is working. If he is out on the street, he is
g~jl~g to have to label some of tt4e behavior that he sees around him as crimes in order to
meet 1.\1s o~rn goals in tr,e bureaucracy. Thus) one could argue the more policemen you put m
the s"treet, the more crime you will have; that is the rates will go up.



I'll just read this quote from a historian, she says,

liThe establishment of a police society in the U.S. made possible a nevl con-
ception of la~l and order in which more effective control of the population wasfeasible. 

Central to this conception ~lere laws governing the private behavior of
citizens where no self defined victims are involved-the vice laws. Thus, the
gro~Jth of police was necessary for gro.Jth of law and crime. (Parkes, E. IIFrom
Constabulary to Police Society, II f2~~i, Summer Issue 1970)

Another example of this phenomenon is in the late 19th cent~ women I s rights was a
burning issue. The feminist movement was begun 80 or so years ago in parallel to a new
form of crime.

'~~amen now had more leisure time, but a limited choice of careers. Chi1d-savircg
~..""" " ."~"., t ,,,-, J. -,,1, ""-'" .,; " 1""" 1 ,' 0 ".-.'.'r _ ]10 ""'-'1 .\..,,", "",. t ~".,,-1 ./"~","" 1-.o"':""I""'~-='-'7 "'-,.~~.\..~ ""' stV'-;;)"""'-"'""".. ,...~"...".-k ,~. ,--"",~..;.1."-".,_"'-'~ >.1.L.,",-.v.,,
into t11e~ community without denyi.."1g anti-femir!ist s";:'ereotypes of t'Jor:1en's );-;.:.-1;,1lre aIld
place." (Platt, Anthony, liThe Rise of the Chi1d-Sr;,ving Movement: A Study in Social
Policy and Correction Reform, ~:L-~.S of th.~ri2~n_Ac~dei;JY of Politica_1_an~
Social Science--January 1969, pp. 21-38.-)

~t they are z~ying is that this whole treme~dou.s buroaucarcy of juvenile court,
the ~'1hole tremendous ind1lstr.y of child s.?ving, was nothing Ir.ore tl"an or at least was
greatly influenced by the fact that there were women who were pressing for rights. Ttey
were pressing for piece of the action and the only action that dominate people in that
society, nam91y white males, were willL'J.g to give them t'1as "take care of these kids."
l~at they in fact did i'1aS to define a t'1~.ole ~ew w~y of behaving as criminal; that is
juvenile delinquency 0 Are we doing the same thing he!'e? That i.s rGally ~'1hat I t-1ant to
talk about. We ought to consider are we not all at least to SOlne extent definL~g nei~
ways of behaving as deviant or in n.eed of control only to give ourselves jobs. It is a
tough possibility but it is one we must rea.listically look ato

Alternative Forums of Conflict Reso1.11.tion-",.._~_..
Another issue I want to get to in ~ discussion is an alternative to this pretrial

diversion idea. Any of you that b~-.,e read §~g]-~,1:E.~~~ (American Friends Service
Committee,) or any of you who come in contact l~ith psychologists, psychiatrists, and
other individuals who believe that they can sort out individual behavior as normal or ab-
normal deviant or non-deviant, correct or incorrect probably have begun to wonder, can
these individuals really make this discrimination? On 1~hat basis are they deciding t~at
someone is sick or someone is not? On vJllat basis do they decide c~meone is a crj~inal
and someone is not? On what basis do thsy decide someone is incorrigible or not, and
all these other labels that are applied to people? Well §~~~~~<?~ comes out
very strongl~- on the side that we car~ot do it. Therefore a11Y &"ttempt at rel1abilitation,
the concept of rehabilj"tation defining bc;havior not as CriI11inal but as sicIc, is perhaps
more of a crime than defining it as a crime. At least if YO11 define the behavior as a
crime you have to see safeguards b\lilt in. If you define scrliethiag as un illness, weJ.I
we have shades of Siberia. We have shades of behavior control like in Cloc~~ork Orange.
If we begin to q'lestion th.e utility of this treatment model of behavior., the11we are.act-
ually again questionj~g what we mean ~J crime. V~lat is mlderlyL~g all of this? FUrther
we are questioning 1vhether or not the institutions ~;~::lt ~ve all participate in that 11e all
are buj.lding can be dealt with. \fuat I want to try to spin out here is the relationship
between how we see that the generation of crme and on the other hand~how.we s'~e the way
of solving that problem.

Let me switch the focus a bit and ask a question. How come we have the criminal
justice system we have? vlliy is it that 'ie have a criminal justice ~Jstem in which there
are adversaries, the prosecution and the defense? vfuy do we ha~le a criminal justice
system which is based upon an institution called the co~~t which is a rarity in the world?



As we look through time and space and we find that institutions that are like our court
are very rare? VI~ is it that these things exist? I'm going to give you an idea that I
have and othershave that is for you to think about and not necessari~ to agree or dis-
agree 1iith because we need to have to alot of facts to back it up.

Assumptions of Court System

I think the reason that we have institutions we do is because about 100 years ago
some old guy that none of us have heard about wrote a book, an intellectual, he was even
a Sir, a knighted English lawyer named Henry l'laine.

In 1861 this gay v~ote ~cientL~. In that book based on reviewing ancient codes
of law, he saw in society an evolutionary movement starting from those societies, called
primitive which had relationships based on status. ~ that he meant the 'vays people
interacted \o1ith one another was because of family relationships. In otherwords if I had
an argument with you 1ve would not settle. You would go to the head of your family, I
would go to the head of ~ famiJ¥ and the heads of families would settle the dispute.
He said as 1ie get too much more "civilized" society this drops away. Status relation-
ships are no longer important. Rather we have a way of acting \vith other people calledcontracts. 

That is you and I have a fight. I aD1 responsible for ~ actions. You are
responsible for your actions. I can make an agreement with you as an individual which
~vill not affect other people and will not affect ~ family. This book, that idea, under-
lines a lot of ~mat we are all doing today.

You talk to lawyers. You talk to judges. You ta~ to people within the justice
system as I have. They believe that we are li"ving in a contract based society, that in
urban America people are anomic. People are not part of families, not part of other kinds
of groups. They think we are all floating around unattached, capable of making contracts
tdth one another and therefore ~~ou need a court. They see a need of an agency which will
settle disputes objectively without any understanding with the context in which the pro-
blem arises.

Richard Danzig wrote a plan for the decentralization of the criminal justice system
in Ne~~ York City ~ for the Bar Association in 1970. I 1"1ant to get at what was underlying
the plan. That was the idea that society is not full of people going around making con-
tracts. Rather society is made up of individuals r1ho were involved in multiplex relat-
ionships. That is people are friends, neighbors, related to each other through marriage,through kin~hip~ through occupational roles, through 8. whole host of types of relation- -

ships such that you can locate somebody in 10 minutes if you want to use the networks
of the system. If you take the view that society is made up of individuals~ who are
floating in space then you have problems. If you take the vier], as does Community Release
Agency, that society is made up of indivj.duals ,~ho form commtmities then you can find

them.

I did an experiment with. one of my classes vJhich Earl Harris and I taught. We tried
to sell this idea to students and they just said, 'No, ~ihat you are saying is not true,
people are anomic." All ~ve did was we gave them names of people vJho ~vere not in the
phone book, who in many cases ~,ere new in tO~in or were difficult to find. we had names
like James Jones. They vlere identified qy ethnicity, race and sex if the name was in-
conclusive. That 1~as all. Ench person on the list was given a message. The conclusion
of the assignment was for the student to get the message.

"Okay, this guy is before a court, how do 1le
HO1'J do 1-7e identify somebody in a social

We gave the students a situation like,
decide if he is a gocd risk to let him out?"

space?



l,hat they did was really instructive. Most of them right away went to the big bur-
eaucracies. Some of them have friends on the police force and they went downtown and went
through the missing persons files. Some contacted the FBI. Some of them went to the Uni-
versityand looked through all the lists of names of people in the university.

Only a couple of people found their subjects.

The people who found them did a very simple thing. Instead of thinking through the
bureaucracy they came up with the idea that if we gave them the names then, we have to
know them. Once they knew that we knew them they went to a friend o£ ours or our wives
or people who knew us and asked them if we kne}T James Jones.

I hope we are zeroing in now on the point I am making. That if we begin to think
that society is made up of floating individuals then the court structure is right. Per-
haps for settling those kinds of conflicts that are obviously crimes or behaviors which
take place in our society which are between people who don It l~ow each other and who will
not know each other in the future. In those kind of cases perhaps all we are doing here
now ~'1ith pretrial diversion and community bail projects inay be appropriate for those kind
of cases involving those kinds of people.

.I want seriousiy to think e.bout how frequent those kinds of crimes are
and let us not put victimless crimes, that is

behaviors which individuals have labeled as immoral with no victim, into the same cate-
gory. Let us not put into the same category offenses that occur between individtlals like
husband and \-dfe, disputes like theft or burglary of neighbors, like juvenile offenses,
like cases in which the parties know each other and can reconcile or have the case medi-
atedc

In those kind of cases and I ~iould bet that is probably a ver.y large number, let us
think about a~te~natives. Let us thiru~ about building a moot like structure which is partof Danzig's Pla~. ~ .I have seen it ~iork in Africa, which can work in urban areas. It

can work in ~~as of hetrogeneous populations. I have seen it work and know it can work
and I think ratr.er than to focus all of our attention on building more and better ~1ays of
controlling individuals let's let individuals, non-professionals, non-specialists settle
their o~.m disputes. D~li~ right!

** ~'"~!-* ~:- *~!- ~!-*~!- -!!- **-)!-~!- -)!-~!- -)i" -)!-~!- ** * *~!-~!- * *~!-*

In answer to a question ~Iike Lolorf described the system of the administration".;, ,..;; '- ~'L C_--
..<?:~~~~ _Ghan~ l'1hich~9~L~.

There is a system-.o..a four part system. Most people have a choice of t-lhere they take
criminal cases. I bet the same thing happens in the United States although we don't re-
cognize it and 1ve don't legitimize it. If you get into a fight '-lith a friend there are
all sorts of things that you can do besides call the police. In Ghana, for example, if
you are having a fight '-lith your vlife or a neighbor or someone stole your belongings it
would be very appropriate for you to go to a shrine and cast a spell on someone such that
whoever too1~ that property would get sick and die. You may chuckle and say what does that
have to do vli th what we are talking about nm~. Do we do that here?

For e:{ample, 11e curse thieves e~d some people use spir~tualists. We
have our supernatural institutions working for cases that cannot be resolved like theft
of belongings you just can't get back.



The second part of the system in Ghana is semi-judicial agencies, and we have themtoo: 
rent control board, welfare, land bureaus and those kind of things. Alot of cases

are brought there.

A third track in Ghana which is legitimate but is illegitimate in our society is the
area I think we have to work on. It is the one we call in the Ashanti language Afisa
(household. cases), it is a moot. Household cases are held all over not necessarily in
the house. It consists of a triadic relationship rather than 1~hen a third party 1vith
coersive power like a judge comes in. That is a diadic situation. It is legitimate for
a person who is the victim of an assault to ask the party who has committed the offense
to come to an arbitration, to come to have the case settled in Afisa or moot. Now another I
party, a third party is contacted, but that party does not have coersive powers. That i
party is someone that is respected by the two individuals and that can take in a ve~
large number of kinds of people. Characteristically in any society employers are very
important. In other ~Jords if you and I are vJorking for the same organization and 1~e
have a dispute or someone that you know and someone that I kno~J have a dispute they may
go to our employer, the boss, and ask him to sit on the case and listen to it and help
us solve it. Religious leaders are also important. If I said a respected Elder in
Ghana in context people would understand me, but if I said a respected Elder here people
would have a lit-Gle more difficulty understanding me, but I know and you knOv1 that in
our communities people who 1-J8 can identify to as respected Elders. They are people down
the block in our O1"m neighborhood ~vho people take their troubles to anY1vay. Not"J ~Je don It
give them apy legitimate basis. In fact we are going in the opposite direction. In
Pittsburgh we are t~ing to do away with Justices of the Peace saying. thcat JR I s...are biased an
are making money out of the whole thing etc. Fine, but we are throwing the whole thing
out ~Ji th the bath ~"1ater rather than leaving a respected person in the community with a
chance to settle disputes bet~Jeen people. You can design a system ~1here these people
~vouldnlt be making money from sending cases on to court and leaving them in there to
help people settle their disputes.

The fourth group in Ghana is the court. At the court level there is a higher court.
The lowest court is also like a moot although there is coersive power. The procedure
is very much like a household case allowing people to air their grievances and not foc-
using in on the specific legal issues. It allo\~s people to.air their grievances in
the context of community life. It is the kind of thing that we all knovi everyday. The
neighbor malces noises, turns up his radio up loud and I want to strangle him, the gar-
bage is left out in the hall, etc. These kinds of problems underline alot of behavior
that gets identified as criminal. That kind of stuff has no business going to court
and has no business being treated as guilt. It must be treated as a normal devia-tion
that all of us understand and it has to do ~~ith all of us taking the responsibility fOl~
each other to help people ~~hGn relationships get strained.

Now when I talk about this to A111ericans they say 1vell somebody is going to cheat in
this kind of system and take advantage of it. vTe are not saying 0.0 a1vay ~rlth court
structure as 1.Je have nO1~. lie are just saying legitimize some of the existing ways of
settling disputes and malce them legitimate and all01oJ people to care for each other. Only
if they can'ot settle disputes between themselves then send them off to court.


